
 
 

Short answer. Yes! Yes it does.  It has been said that the difference between success and
failure is a great team.  As Michael Jordan eluded to in the quote above, you could have 5 very
talented athletes on the court and they will win games but until they learn to work together as

a team it will be difficult to win championships. The same goes for a swim team.  You could
have a handful of hard working, very talented swimmers that will win races and may never win
a championship unless the rest of the team works together to accomplish the goal. Although
you may get caught up in trying to chase personal bests in your events, high school, club, and

college swimming is less about the individual and more about the team.  Some of the proudest
moments in swimming (or any other sport) have been from overcoming some kind of personal

obstacle or challenge for the betterment of the team, for example, stepping up and being a
part of a relay.  You start to learn pretty quick that it’s not just about you, but that you are
working for something greater than yourself!  I believe legendary coach, Vince Lombardi,

explained the dynamics of teamwork when he said, “individual commitment to a group effort--
that is what makes a team work.”  We have team goals and individual group goals.  It takes the
whole team working together to be individually committed in order to succeed.  So where do
your personal goals fit into the equation?  Think about, for a moment, how likely you would be

to succeed individually if you did not have a committed team behind you….
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TEAMWORK. DOES IT REALLY MAKE THE
DREAM WORK?
b y  C o a c h  B e a r

"Talent wins games [races], but teamwork and
intelligence win championships."

-Michael Jordan



So what does Teamwork look like?
 

Individual team members should be working to exhibit trust, enthusiasm, ambition,
discipline and motivation on a daily basis whether it be during practices, outside of

practices (i.e. at school), or during meets.
 

TRUST helps each team member to heavily depend on one another, as well as good
teamwork that depends on trust.  In a sport that requires you to bring your best effort

every single practice it is nice to know that you will be able to trust in your teammates to
help push you through those harder days.  Trusting in your teammates that they have
put in the work to perform well on your relay or help the team scores points in their

individual event.
 

 “If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.” -Henry Ford

ENTHUSIASM is the bridge that brings the entire team together.  A lot of people will engage
in sports because of enjoyment and for the fun of the game.  The more fun you have, the

more enthusiastic you will become.  Understand that the fun and enthusiasm should stem
from the desire to win as a team and being a part of something that is greater than yourself.
Again from the legendary coach Vince Lombardi “if you aren’t fired with enthusiasm, you will

be fired with enthusiasm!”
 

AMBITION should be the driving force of each team member.  Ambition creates
opportunities to achieve goals. Without ambition you will not be consistent in attending the

rigorous training sessions as well as in focusing on improving your skills in the water for both
the benefit of the individual and the team.

 
DISCIPLINE in your thinking, emotions and actions are critical in your ability to work together
as one.  Be disciplined in your thinking by constantly taking on mental challenges and helping
your teammates to do the same.  Being disciplined in your emotions does not mean you have

to turn off your feelings, rather you master your emotions by not allowing them to interfere
with what you should be doing.  Being disciplined in your actions is what will set the winners

from the losers.  Whenever a teammate practices disciplined actions, other teammates
benefit as well from disciplining yourself to not talk while instructions are being given so you
and your teammates can hear and know what is expected, to being disciplined to show up
every practice to put in your best effort so that your teammates can be pushed by you to

improve as well.
 

MOTIVATION is that feeling that drives a team to ultimately achieve their goal of continual
improvement and of winning.  When athletes are motivated they will help the team do great
things that may at first seem (to the unmotivated) impossible. Coming to practices motivated

will allow you to be more confident during meets and allow you to race calmly.
 

What areas can you work on to become a better teammate as MAC looks to take the team to
a whole new level?



ARRIVING A FEW MINUTES
EARLY IS ON TIME!
b y  C o a c h  J e n n y

Have you ever known someone that is consistently 5 minutes late to everything that they do?  I always
think... if they can be consistently 5 minutes late, why can't they set their alarm a little earlier and be
consistently 10 minutes early?  The "consistently" isn't missing in most people's lives.  It's the arriving on
time (early) that sometimes seems hard to do.Why would you want to be early?  #1 - people who arrive
early feel more prepared.  #2 - people who arrive early are more relaxed.  #3 - people who arrive early
can help a coach, leader, or employer.  All three of these make for a better athlete and some day,
employee.  Swimmers who arrive early come in with a better attitude and more positive energy than
those that arrive late.  It feels good to know you are available to help at a meet or practice when you are
early.  Helping others takes your mind off yourself and helps you from being anxious.  There is really
no negative aspect of being early.  If you are one that arrives "just on time" or are late consistently - try
being early - commit to an entire month.  I guarantee that you will love what it does for your swimming!

FOCUS OF NOVICE
b y  C o a c h  N i c h o l

The Novice Group consists of swimmers who know all four strokes ( not necessarily legally) who are working to
learn legal strokes, flip turns, dives, streamlines, underwater pullouts, head and body position, how to engage the
core, when and how to breath,  how to leave the wall properly, workout formats, being a teammate, preparedness
for workout, how to use training aids (boards, snorkels, etc.), how to respond to coaching and instruction, how to
use the clock, and how to honor the MAC way.  The MAC way is to “Honor yourself, honor your team, and honor
the process.”  The skills learned in the Novice group are the  foundation for learning to race and be a competitive
swimmer. While most of these skills are still worked on and magnified in every other training group,  skipping
any of these developmental skills can lead to frustration in training, injuries, unmet potential, and even burnout. 
 The Novice group honors the part of the process for a young swimmer that allows them to learn in a fun
environment, with a variety of activities but also strong measure of consistency.  The Novice focus is to develop
strong, well rounded, legal swimmers that are prepared for competition in a fun and focused environment.



High School Athletes:
 
We had a great start to our college seminars over the past few months. While I realize that some of the
things that were high on your list to accomplish this spring may be  in a holding pattern right now; there
are still many tasks that can be accomplished.  
 
For those of you who have not yet registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center click here to register
now.  This is the first step in the recruiting process.  If you want to play NCAA college sports and receive
a scholarship at the DI or DII level, you will need to register and be cleared by the NCAA. The Eligibility
Center is the organization within the NCAA that determines the academic eligibility and amateur status
for all NCAA DI and DII athletes.
 
Collegeswimming.com is a great resource for aspiring college athletes.  On this website athletes can view
colleges by searching a number of categories.  Schools can be searched by geographical location, majors
offered, men’s and or women's swimming, and school size. Basic registration is free and this is a great
resource to search colleges around the country.  Included is a feature of top times from each school
from the previous years.  This is an excellent feature in that swimmers can compare their times to the
times of athletes on the team.  
 
Here are some major factors to consider in determining the right fit for the athlete
(1)    Location – region of the country, proximity to home, and climate.
(2)   Academic – workload, majors offered, post grad opportunities
(3)   Cost – what is the cost to the family when all scholarships are offered.
(4)   Size – is the school body on campus large, medium or small.
(5)   Coach and facilities – will the working relationship be productive
(6)   College Atmosphere – does the college and surroundings offer what the athlete desires? Big City vs.  
Small College town, 
(7)    Type of Team – Men’s only, Women’s only, Combined, tight knit group, Social Setting, and team
culture.
 
Things to Remember through recruiting process
Keep logbook of summary conversations with coaches with date.
Prioritize what you are looking for: swim, academics, weather, fun, other activities, etc.
Check team and school websites (www.collegeswimming.com) and http://hcs.havard.edu/~swim/links/. 
Be honest!
Interview on recruiting trip is important - be prepared.
Go through NCAA clearinghouse for eligibility.
Refer all unknown questions to your MAC coach..
Do your research before making a decision.
Save all pertaining websites in "Internet Favorites" for quick access. 
 
Attached is a list of colleges to help get you started on your college search!

COLLEGE SWIMMING
b y  C o a c h  M e g



A MAC SEASON WRAP UP
b y  C o a c h  J a c k

Our swimmers started preparing for their short course seasons all the way back in Aug. of last summer.
The journey followed 2 paths, our age groupers beginning a six month season and our seniors for the

most part involved in the High School season which  lasted 13 weeks and then about the same duration
of pure club training from Nov. thru their championships meets. A strong majority of our swimmers swam

in one of our championship meets beginning with the Junior Olympic/Regional Championships at Moon
Valley, followed closely by the AZ Senior Open meet we hosted at Skyline, some travelling on to Florida for
the Southern Zone Sectionals in Plantation, others moving south to the Age Group State Championship at

Oro Valley and finally the season ending 8 and Under Championships.
 

So how did they do? In a word - GREAT, but here are some details.
 

The JO meet is the season ending meet for many of our age groupers and some seniors who do not have
their state cuts yet. We have traditionally done well at this meet since we have a wide spectrum of

swimmers including about 1/3 of our roster who fit this meets level of performance. I believe we had the
second largest roster at this years meet, approximately 105 swimmers, second only to the meet hosts

Swim Neptune. Some of the athletes entered at this level have never scored big points before and have
not often felt the pressure of a championship meet. In the team race we scored about 1000 points in the

meet, about 500 behind the winners, Neptune and 500 ahead of third place, Desert Thunder. Some of
our younger swimmers made the biggest impression at this years meet led by Xavier Munoz-Meighan,
who was our top point scorer with 54 points. Xavier competed in 8 events and placed 4th or higher in

each, winning the 100 back and 100 free, as well as 2 seconds and 2 thirds, all around a powerful
performance. Kimi Palmer was our top performing girl at he meet scoring 41 points overall, winning the
100 free and picking up a pair of seconds in the 100 IM and 100 back, an all around fantastic meet. Next

on the scoreboard were a youngster, 9 year old Tim Skarbek, and our top scoring senior Addison Gruener
who each scored 34 points, including 2 event wins for Tim in 50 and 100 free, and 2 for Addison in the
1000 and 1650 frees. To demonstrate the strength of our roster, each of the following athletes scored

between 10 and 30 points:
Nick Armstrong, Reagan Baird, Caden Denker, Trevor Dixon, Chance Edwards, Mack Ellingson, Emilie

Griffin, Sevilla Groebe, Sutton Harr, Hannah Harvey, Kayla Hicks, Lena Hirota, Ashlyn Hutchinson, Ethan
Kapeliela, Lucas Leibrand, Domonic Mangino, Faithy Marin, Jesse Marin, Easton Martin, Kaitlyn McCurtain,
Abby Neus, Riley Price, Skylar Rogers, Landon Rowley, Garrett Rowley, Brandon Shum, Trinity Treadway,

Gavin Willyard, Tristan Yanez
 

We picked up about 10 new state cuts in this meet and overall the kids were really good in some really
tough weather!

 
Next up was the Senior Open Meet at Skyline, this meet used to be called the Senior State

Championships. We brought 56 swimmers to this meet mostly from Jim and Eric's groups but also
including 20 or so from the two Senior 2 groups. The competition level was strong at this years meet as
37 teams were in attendance. MAC placed 2nd to meet winner Scottsdale Aquatics in this years meet

starting out with some good distance performances on the first night and following up with quality swims
all weekend through. 



My two favorite races were the Girls 500 free where MAC girls Mandy Zajdzinski 4:57.47, Madi Caserio
5:00.23 , Jessica Franco 5:00.47 and  Cam Daniell 5:01.00 all placed in the top 8, congrats to Coach Eric
on that one as they all train with him, and then the Mens 200 fly where Luke Walker, Essias Smith and

Lucas Kelly swapped the lead back and forth in a sweep of the race and new best times for each. In
addition to those very impressive swims, Mandy Zajdzinski also took 2nd in the 1000 free with Madi

caserio and cam Daniell close behind in 6th and 7th. Andrew Pocock now holds the team record in the
1000 free for both 15 - 16s and 17 - 18s as he set a new club record of 9:33.59. Lauren Hicks dropped
a new best time 52.55 for a 7th place finish in her 100 free, on a night where she had 5 swims in the

session. Lucas Kelly 46.97 led 4 MAC boys who all scored in the 100 free, Essias Smith, Cam Pazand and
Robbie Garden. Emma Becker led our 4 point scorers in the girls 200 breast with a 5th place followed

by Chloe Convis, Katrina Harr and Sadie Khalil. Emma was also the  Meet Champion in the 100 breast in
a new life time best of 1:02.66. Reese Woodward also had a great 100 breast finishing 12th in 1:06.82 .
Ian Hirota won the Consol Final for the boys in the 200 breast and was right on his best time in his 100
breast 59.5 . Essias Smith and Lucas Kelly both made the podium in the 100 fly, Essias in 2nd, Lucas in
4th. Luke Walker 3rd 4:33.76 and Jonah Pohlmann 4:42.20 for 8th both added some nice points in the

Mens 500. 
 

Kate Bluford was the a star in the 200 back with a 3rd place finish and bettering her  time from Juniors
in Dec. with a 2:00.98 . Rachael Lytle was also strong for a 10th place finish. Luke Walker had a great

swim for 2nd in the 400 IM just off of our team record, 3:56.35 . Terry Yang dropped a quick 50 free at
21.03 for 5th, followed by Cam Pazand 21.40 for 9th amd Robbie Garden 21.67 for 14th. Rachael Lytle
had a fantastic race against Scottsdale's Morgan Brophy in the 200 fly with the girls never more than a

second apart, Rachael stayed strong for a 2nd place finish at 2:04.54 which was under the existing
facility record! Emma Becker had a strong swim for 2nd in the 200 IM at 2:03.20 in a race where 4 girls

were 2:04 or faster. Jonah Pohlmann finished off his meet with a powerful 1650 where he raced to
16:15.82 for 3rd place!

 
The other team strength in this meet was the depth of our relays, overall we averaged 3rd and two

teams in the top 8 in all 5 of the relays and it was that level of consistancy that kept us in a steady 2nd
place throughout this meet.

 
Heading down south to Oro Valley for the Age Group Championships the squad was led by 14 yr old

Carson Hamblin who won 3 events - 200 free, 200 back and 500 free, took second in 3 others 100 back,
100 fly, 200 fly and chased one state record for nearly the entire 500 free where he finished just .7 off
with a new team record of 4:38.54 . All things considered that guy had a Big BIG meet. Carson was our

teams high point scorer, but not far behind leading our girls was Sophia Jahn who scored 93 points
with a busy schedule and put up one great race after another. Sophia was 3rd in the 100 fly 58.25, 3rd
in the 200 breast 2:28.56, and 3rd in the 200 IM 2:12.51. She did one place better in her 100 breast for
2nd at 1:06.14 and added top 8 finishes in both the 50 and 100 frees. Joining these two in putting up

big team points were Ariel Beltran 49 points, Madelyn Hamblin 49 points, Mark Heffern 49 points,
Grace Nickell 47 points, Cece Quilhulz with 63 points and Daniel Schwedinger with 62 points. Each of
these athletes as well as their teammates competed well and more importantly performed as a team.

Our squad got eighth place in the meet but that was just due to a lack of numbers as I saw a great
enthusiastic bunch who competed hard for every individual place and were even stronger on relays.

 
That meet closed the book on the Short course season and for the entire 2019 - 2020 season our team

was ranked 4th in Arizona and 142nd in the Country. Congratulations



There was one more meet but this one was long
course meters because of the Olympic year. Jim and
Eric took 23 swimmers to Plantation, Florida for the

Southern Zone Sectionals. Now in anticipation of this
meet our team spent as much time as possible training

Long Course since Jan. and from what I see in these
results it paid off! Our squad took 8th place overall with
over 50 teams competing. If you would have guessed
that some of our top scorers in this meet would have
been Mandy Zajdzinski, Luke Walker and Essias Smith
you would have been right on all 3 but you would have

missed our top scorer! Who's missing, Kate Bluford,
our backstroke specialist and it appears she rock solid

in either yards or meters. Kate scored in all 3
backstrokes 7th in the 50, 6th in the 100 and 17th in
the 200 and her time in the 200 back which was the

11th fastest overall might have been the most
impressive of the 3 races. Essias was strong in his two
signature events 100 and 200 fly, he was 5th is his 100
and 9th in the 200 and put in some great work on all of

his relays! Luke 's best races were 200 IM and 200 fly
where he placed 8th and 12th respectively and also
had a heavy schedule of relay duty. Mandy had good
swims in her 2 distance races 1500 meter and 400

meter frees, she opened up the first night with a 5th
place in the metric mile and came back in the 400 a

few days later with a solid 13th place. Cam Daniell was
also strong in her distance swims following Mandy for
6th in the 1500 free on Day One, and 20th in her 400
free. Special recognition to Cam Pazand who scored

points in 2 events at this meet, 100 free and 200 back,
but Cam probably had the strongest collection of

swims through both weekends. He was one of the few
athletes who was consistently faster at night in every

event in both meets, and in addition he showed some
new ability to race in the 200 range which I'm sure is a

newly discovered asset for Cam. 
 

Since this meet was in meters rather than yards in did
not impact our yards ranking, but it did kick start us in
meters. Currently we are ranked 3rd in AZ and 72nd in
the country in meters and that's without any athletes
14 or younger in the scoring column. Great start for

our summer!

March
 4 Eleanor Young 6 Katlyn McCurtain 7 Emilie

Griffin & Tristan Yanez 11 Caleb Munoz &
Coleman Watson 12 Brianna Hutchinson &
Caleb Redwing 15 Matalyah Bretz & Maggie

Smith 17 Harlow Solano-Mckinney 19 Madelyn
Hamblin 22 Garron Cooley 23 Jessica Rudd 24

Jessica Franco 26 Robert Garden 27 Sadie
Willis & Cameron Darling 30 Daniel

Schwendinger


